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New delivery bag security label offering
that provides a security element to your 
packaging design. Once the label is 
applied over the fold or
bag, it adheres to the p
can not be resealed, in
upon opening. This communicates to 
customers that the bag has been 
opened. So, alternatively, if the label 
is intact, the customer will know that 
the bag has not been opened. 

The delivery bag security label is 
available in rolls of 250 labels.

opened.

*Available in rolls of 250 labels

Figure 4: Opening the bag rips
the label in half.

Figure 5: Now with the label
ripped, customers know if their
bag has been opened after 
purchase.

Restaurant Delivery Bag Security Label 
Use Instructions

Figure 1: peel label o� the roll. Figure 2: apply label over the fold/

*Available in rolls of 250 labels

Figure 3: paper bag with delivery 
bag security label applied on top. 
If the bag arrives like this, customers
know that was not opened after 
purchase.

Figure 4: Opening the bag rips
the label in half.

Figure 5: Now with the label
ripped, customers know if their
bag has been opened after 
purchase.

Restaurant Delivery Bag Security Label 

Figure 1: Peel label off the roll. Figure 2: Apply label over the 
fold/opening of paper bag.

The Tamper Evident
    Label

providing security for your food delivery
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New delivery bag security label offering
that provides a security element to your 
packaging design. Once the label is 
applied over the fold or the opening to your 
bag, it adheres to the packaging. The label 
can not be resealed, instead it will destruct 
upon opening. This com
customers that the bag has been 
opened. So, alternative
is intact, the customer 
the bag has not been opened. 

The delivery bag security label is 
available in rolls of 250 labels.

Bag has been 
opened.

LEARN MORE 

DELIVERING TRUST
        FROM A     B

The Tamper Evident Label provides security for your food delivery.
The label is simply applied over the fold or opening of your bag, adhering to the packaging. The adhesive is not resealable.
Instead, upon opening of the bag the label will destruct. This communicates to customers that the bag has been compromised.
Alternatively, if the label is intact, the customer is assured that the bag and its contents have not been tampered with.
Overall, delivering trust from point A to B.

How It Works

Handle With Care

The Tamper Evident Label is available in rolls of 250.

Figure 3: Paper bag with delivery 
bag security label applied on top. If 
the bag arrives like this, customers 
know it was not opened after 
purchase.
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(4 rolls in a case)




